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ABSTRACT Phishing attacks have been persistent for more than two decades despite mitigation efforts from
academia and industry. We believe that users fall victim to attacks not only because of lack of knowledge and
awareness, but also because they are not attentive enough to security indicators and visual abnormalities on
the webpages they visit. This is also probably why smart device users, who have more limited screen size and
device capabilities compared to desktop users, are three times more likely to fall victim to phishing attacks.
To assert our claim, we first investigated general phishing awareness among different groups of smartphone
users. We then used smart eyeglasses (electro-oculographic) to experimentally measure the mental effort
and vigilance exhibited by users while surfing a website and while playing an Android phishing game
that we developed. The results showed that knowledge and awareness about phishing do not seem to have
a significant impact on security behaviours, as knowledgeable participants exhibited insecure behaviours
such as opening email attachments from unfamiliar senders. However, attentiveness was important as even
participants with low cybersecurity knowledge could effectively identify attacks if they were reasonably
attentive. Based on these results, we asserted that users are more likely to continue falling victim to phishing
attacks due to insecure behaviours, unless tools to lessen the identification burden are provided. We thus
recommended implementing a lightweight algorithm into a custom Android browser for detecting phishing
sites deceptively without a user interaction. We used fake login credentials as validation agents and monitor
the destination server HTTP responses to determine the authenticity of a webpage. We also presented initial
evaluation results of this algorithm.

INDEX TERMS Social engineering, phishing, smart glasses, mobile devices, deceptive login, android
browser, electro-oculographic, cybersecurity psychology.

I. INTRODUCTION
The increase in the use of smart devices such as smartphones
and the increasing amount of important information they
store make them a prime target by attackers interested in
exploiting them [1]. The exploitation can either be through
the device itself or a human. The most common and clas-
sic human exploitation is phishing, which mostly relies on
the naivety of users. Phishing is an art of deception where

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Tyson Brooks.

a user is fraudulently convinced by an attacker to divulge
sensitive information such as credit card or login credentials.
The attacks are launched via electronic communications e.g.,
emails and instant messages purporting to be from a trusted
contact, and the victims are deceived to click on a malicious
link. Clicking the link can result in installation of malicious
software (malware), locking of the user’s computing devices
(ransomware) or redirection to a fake website.

The number of phishing attacks is increasing every
year [2]. Research shows that despite the persistence of
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cyber-attacks that rely on the naivety of users e.g., phishing,
cybersecurity knowledge among users is globally still
low [3]. Several mitigation strategies have been proposed [4],
[5], [7], [8], but preventing attacks that target user-application
interactions is still a major challenge as the deception tech-
niques used and the fake websites deployed are increasingly
sophisticated. Falling victim to attacks when using mobile
devices is also three times more likely than on desktops [6]
due to the devices’ limited screen size and capabilities.
Limited computational power, for instance, limited the num-
ber of PC solutions that can be implemented on smart devices.
A simple example is the omission of mobile phone browser
plugins. Likewise, web features such as URL bar are not spa-
cious enough to accommodate a lengthy URL address which
is normally truncated and, sometimes, hidden. Regardless of
these additional challenges, little has been done to address
this. As smartphone penetration and internet usage via mobile
devices continue to rise, it is important to understand users’
cybersecurity behaviours and what factors are most responsi-
ble for cybersafety behaviours.

In this study, we aimed to investigate whether the role of
users’ cybersecurity knowledge level, attention and vigilance
to security indicators displayed on smartphone web browsers
have an impact on their abilities to identify phishing (fake)
websites from legitimate ones. We first conducted a survey
with 206 participants to determine their self-reported cyberse-
curity knowledge, attitudes and behaviours, and to objectively
determine how accurate their self-reported knowledge levels
were. We then sampled 40 participants (50% computer sci-
entists (tech-savvy) and 50% non-computer scientists (non-
tech-savvy) from different demographics) and assessed the
mental effort they used when viewing a mixture of fake and
legitimate websites via an Android game that we developed.
Mental effort was estimated through smart eyewear (JINS
MEME glasses) which can detect eye and body movement
and horizontal and vertical electrooculogram (EOG) signals
which are amplified by metal dry electrodes near the nasion
and rhinion parts of the nose and eye [9]. In the game, we kept
count of the number of correctly identified phishing web-
sites. We hypothesized that while cybersecurity professionals
would easily spot phishing sites or emails, average users
would have varying degrees of success depending on their
vigilance.

To summarize, our research objectives were:
1) To examine security behaviours of users pertaining to

phishing.
2) To examine the impact of mental effort in identifying

phishing attacks on websites and emails.
3) To use the results of objectives number 1 and 2 to

improve our previous solution for phishing detection
and intervention.

Our findings for the first study revealed that a majority
of the participants are aware of security issues but it does
not translate into security-conscious behaviours. For instance,
we noticed that education level does not significantly influ-
ence the behaviours of users in phishing attacks. In our second

study, we observed some positive correlations between the
estimated mental effort of the users and phishing attack iden-
tification. The correlations among tech-savvy participants
were more consistent and positive than non-tech-savvy par-
ticipants. The tech-savvy participants who exhibited higher
mental efforts had a higher phishing identification rate than
those with lower or average efforts. However, despite the
correlations among non-tech-savvy participants not being as
strong as the tech-savvy participants, it was still positive and
linear.

Based on these findings, we believe that users in general
are more likely to continually fall victim to phishing attacks
due to insecure behavior and negligence regardless of being
educated or aware of the attack. From a usable security
viewpoint, we believe that the burden to identify phishing
attacks should not entirely be borne by the users. Thus, to help
smart device users to browse safely online, we recommend
an Android application prototype that can be incorporated
inside a native Android browser. The prototype uses dummy
login credentials to thwart phishing sites, as phishing sites
almost always allow users to proceed to the next page even
if the credentials are wrong [44]. Incorporating the prototype
inside a native browser means the user does not need to install
third-party security plugins or download another standalone
app. It also removes the necessity of the user to manually
check whether a website is a phishing one.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This section highlights some works that analyze human cog-
nitive ability through eye movements on performing certain
tasks. It also describes some previous works that show the
usefulness of validation agents such as dummy login creden-
tials and how a user can avoid entering web-login credentials
manually.

A. WEB LOGIN AUTOMATION
To avoid entering web-login credentials, a user of a smart
device such as smartphone can authenticate herself to another
device such as a laptop or another mobile device through a
close-range Bluetooth communication. This strategy prevents
phishing attacks as it uses a multi-factor authentication.
Han et al. introduced a Bluetooth-enabled smart device as

a platform to store the login information of a user such as
ID and password [14]. A smart device pre-stores information
features of a login user interface. Then before the user enters
the authentication information in another device, a plugin on
her web browser communicates with the smart device through
Bluetooth to verify the login credentials. After passing the
login credential verification, the smart device automatically
fills the login information to the login page on behalf of
the user. However, for performance issues most smartphone
browsers are not equipped with plugins.

Similarly, Bridge et al. introduced a method for automati-
cally submitting login credentials, seamlessly, for a user of
a web service [15]. The login information and credentials
corresponding to the login form of a web service are stored
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and then used to authenticate the user for a session of the
web service. A login token, generated by the web service, and
its expiration date are tracked. The login credentials are then
automatically submitted, without user intervention, to the
web service based on the login endpoint and the expiration
date of the login token. The challenge with these solutions
is the requirement of an extra Bluetooth-enabled device and
browser plugins which are computationally expensive for a
small device.

Another important approach to address phishing attacks
is by testing the trustworthiness of the login webpage by
injecting random login inputs into the webpage form fields.
However, most of these works are browser-based plugins, and
particularly designed to Mozilla Firefox browser. Yue et al.
proposed Firefox browser-based solution to protect against
phishing attacks with bogus bites [5]. A Firefox browser
extension transparently inputs a relatively large number of
bogus credentials into a suspicious phishing website, rather
than attempts to prevent vulnerable users from browsing it.
These bogus bites conceal victims’ real credentials among
bogus credentials and enable legitimate websites to identify
stolen credentials in a timely manner. However, the installa-
tion must be done at both client and server side. Users need
to install BogusBiter and a legitimate server needs to deploy
the defensive line enabled by BogusBiter.Moreover, the other
concern regarding amassive deployment of BogusBiter is that
if the login page of a legitimate website is wrongly flagged as
a phishing page, the load on the authenticationweb server will
increase significantly due to a large number of bogus bites.
Shahriar et al. proposed and implemented a desktop-based

testing tool named Phishtester [7]. Phishtester works by test-
ing the trustworthiness of a number of suspicious websites
through a provision of unknown random inputs to the login
page. The tester checks the login page response against the
pre-established known symptoms for a malicious site. This
solution uses Finite State Machine (FSM) logic and only
works based on a trigger that depends on certain condi-
tions, signifying phishing attempt, to be true as pre-specified.
Like any other rule-based system, if all the antecedent(s)
of a rule are true, then the system is triggered. This might
not be suitable to all problem domains, it is only suitable
when a system behavior can be decomposed into separate
states with well-defined conditions for state transitions [16].
Wu et al. proposed MobiFish [4] mobile application, which is
implemented through Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
for checking visual similarities between malicious and legiti-
mate websites. However, visual similarity approaches have a
tendency of missing well-presented phishing webpages [17].

Briefly, the discussed related approaches were mainly
implemented in PC in which they require huge amount
of computational power that might completely not work
in small-sized devices or cause undesirable user experi-
ences. Some features that might be necessary for security
functionality for PCs are removed in mobile devices in
order to accommodate their limited computational resources.
For instance, browser plugins for mobile devices are

often omitted or ignored due to their resource drainage.
Browser developers point of view for not including plu-
gins and extensions is the unmanageable consumption of
resources (CPU/GPU and RAM). When these plugins are
active on mobile devices they may lead to an uncontrollable
browsing experience and power consumption. Furthermore,
these works require intensive analysis of the features to
identify malicious sites including the dependence on certain
rules (rule based) to be true or certain amount of traffic for
them to work.

B. MENTAL EFFORT ON PHISHING IDENTIFICATION
The idea of analyzing eye movements for correlating them
with some cognitive tasks has recently been gaining pace,
influenced by smart-eyewear technologies. ‘‘Eye can tell’’
by Miyamoto et al. [10] is one of the classic work of eye-
movement analysis for estimating the attentiveness of users
on phishing webpages, however it was carried out on a PC
environment equipped with an eye-tracking device, and not
using an eyewear. Thus, it is neither suitable for small devices
nor capable of revealing a user response to changes in her
mind and body. The experiment was solely limited to the use
of a display device (computer) for verifying what kind of
information a user checks on a website for phishing identi-
fication.

Similarly, a strong correlation between eye movements
and activities such as reading has been observed in several
research where the number of words a user reads is esti-
mated [11]. However, the estimation is solely based on a pow-
erful computer and a display device which highly limits its
implementation in several environments. In one of the recent
works, Kunze et al. implemented EOG-based technique with
JINS MEME smart glasses to estimate the word counts read
by a user [12]. EOG-based technique through devices like
JINS MEME smart glasses has also been used in a range of
unobtrusive activity tracking. Ishimaru et al. used an early
prototype of JINS MEME smart glasses, and demonstrated
how simple eye-movement visualization, body posture, and
eye blink can be used to recognize and analyze certain human
activity patterns such as talking, reading, and walking [13].

From this perspective, the cognitive effort can be estimated
through the eye movements when a user is trying to iden-
tify a phishing website. The information obtained can be
used by the solution developers to gain an insight on what
proper security indicators to add or omit into the existing anti-
phishing tools.

III. PHISHING AND PRIVACY KNOWLEDGE OF USERS
This section describes howwe conducted our first study, from
data collection to analysis and presents the findings.

A. STUDY METHOD
We conducted a survey with 206 people (62.35% male,
37.65% female) of varying education levels. Table 1 shows
the proportion of participants without university degrees, with
undergraduate degrees, and with postgraduate degrees. The
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TABLE 1. Participants’ demographic for a user study.

average age was 30 years (σ = 7.15) and 33 years (σ = 13)
for male and female participants, respectively. Recruitment
was conducted online. Participants were compensated for
their time and they had to meet the following criteria to be
eligible:
• Own either an Android- or an iOS-based smartphone.
• Have experience with basic smartphone operations.
The survey was administered online and consisted of

several questions, both multiple-choice and open-ended.
The first part of the survey collected participants’ demo-
graphic details including education level, age and gender,
and the second part asked questions on cybersecurity knowl-
edge (e.g. ‘‘how much do you know about information
security?’’, ‘‘how and when did you learn about it?’’, ‘‘are
software updates important for your device?’’), cybersecu-
rity behaviours (e.g. ‘‘do you update your device when
prompted?’’, ‘‘do you open link from an unknown email
sender?’’, ‘‘how often do you read internet policies, terms
and conditions?’’) and privacy concerns and preferences (e.g.
‘‘do you lock your smartphone?’’, ‘‘what are the attributes of
a good password?’’, ‘‘would you like to receive security tips
and advice for your device?’’).

B. USER STUDY RESULTS
Cybersecurity Knowledge and Behaviours: Participants aged
between 45-54 were most confident with their knowledge
level (38.46% reported high level and 61% reported low)
whereas participants aged between 18-24 were least confi-
dent (11.9% reported high and 88.1% reported low). Female
and male participants had about the same level of confidence
with 19.15% and 20.50% respectively reporting high. Overall
22.8% of participants felt they had low cybersecurity knowl-
edge while 59.22% felt they had just enough knowledge to
protect themselves online and 18% had reported themselves
as highly knowledgeable.

The objective assessment of actual knowledge revealed
that these assessments were highly inaccurate (Table 2).

An alarming number of the participants did have very
little cybersecurity knowledge as evidenced by the fact that
59.71% (n=123) being likely or very likely to open links from
unknown emails, which is the common means of launching
a phishing attack. This means a vast majority of the partici-
pants are susceptible to phishing attacks (p<0.001, Student’s
t-test) [40]. In a one-way multivariate analysis of variance
with both Welch’s [41] and Hotelling Lawley t-test [42],
we found that education levels have no significant impact on
security-conscious behaviours.

Despite the low cybersecurity knowledge levels and inse-
cure behaviours, participants were strongly motivated to pro-
tect their private data and acted to do so. The most prevalent

TABLE 2. Phishing susceptibility based on our assessments.

security behaviour was the use of screen lock authentication
on smartphones (n=165, 80%).
Privacy Concerns and Preferences: The majority of par-

ticipants confirmed that protecting personal privacy was very
important (n=155, 75%) and that they would benefit more if
they received security advice and tips on how to protect their
devices.

IV. ESTIMATION OF USER MENTAL EFFORT ON A
PHISHING PAGE
This section outlines the second part of the study - estimation
of mental effort displayed when viewing websites on smart
devices, and the implications of mental effort level on phish-
ing website identification. We present the tools used for the
experiment, the procedure and the results.

A. STUDY TOOLS
The study used the following tools:

• JINS MEME smart glasses
• Android smartphone (Nexus 7) with a phishing game
• Smartphone for recording JINS MEME readings

JINS MEME is an eyewear that can detect head and eye
movements [9]. The prototype looks just like normal eye
glasses and it is made of 3 electrodes (electrooculography)
and motion sensors (accelerometer and gyroscope) around
the nose to detect eye and head movements respectively,
as well as a Bluetooth LE module to stream the data to a
computer, smartphone or tablet. JINS MEME smart glasses
measure EOG signals of roughly over 100 Hz generated by
human brain non-invasively and over 50 Hz of the motion
sensor. Additionally, JINS MEME provides raw data that
could easily be visualized and retrieved in CSV. The smart
glasses battery can operate up to 8 hours [13].

We developed a simple Android quiz game for partici-
pants with three main interfaces. The start screen shows a
start button, a score line and the page number. The second
screen contains 20 different pages which are a mix of
emails and webpages. The pages include both legitimate and
phishing samples and the user has to select which sample
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FIGURE 1. Screen shots of the game showing the starting screen, sample webpage/email and a user’s score.

(phishing or legitimate) is being shown on each page. The
last screen shows the player’s score at the end of the quiz.
We twisted the webpage and email features such as URL,
logo, graphic, structure to look as close and authentic to
legitimate ones so that it is difficult to tell the difference.
Thus, to get a good score, a user needs a certain level of
vigilance to identify a phishing web page. Fig. 1 shows the
sample interfaces from the game. We sampled the phish-
ing emails and websites from https://www.phishing.org/ and
https://www.phishtank.com/. Their contents are already ver-
ified as phishing by the respective organizations. For the
legitimate ones, we collected random legitimate emails and
websites.

B. EXPERIMENT SETUP
We sampled 40 participants to participate in the study, 50%
computer science students and 50% non-computer science
students. Table 3 shows the education level and IT expertise
of the participants.

TABLE 3. Participants’ education and expertise for the jins meme
experiment.

The procedure was as follows: JINS MEME is turned on
and connected via Bluetooth to a smartphone that has the
official application for recording the signals. A user puts on
JINS MEME glasses with the sensors intact to the nose pad
and bridge. When the user is ready, she gives a signal and
start the quiz. The starting of the quiz is synchronized with the
start of the smart glasses recording by its application. Once
a user completes the quiz, the recording also synchronously
stops. The smart glasses use its own designated algorithm to

calculate and estimate the mental effort of a user by checking
frequently gazed points, starred points, deep focuses, normal
focuses, eye movements, blink power and when a user is not
focusing at all. Fig. 2 shows the JINS MEME smart glasses
worn by one of the participants and Fig. 3 shows the varying
levels of focus exhibited during the experiment.

FIGURE 2. JINS MEME smart glasses worn by one of the participants.

C. JINS MEME EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We observed a strong positive correlation between the mental
effort measured and quiz scores among tech-savvy users and
inconsistent correlation among non-tech-savvy users. There-
fore, tech-savvy users with higher mental effort had a higher
phishing identification rate than those with lower or average
effort.We calculated the correlation between themental effort
and quiz score for the tech-savvy users by using Pearson’s
product correlation [43] as shown in Table 4 and Fig. 4. The
calculated correlation coefficient (r) is given by the Equa-
tion 1 and Equation 2. Whereas, the rxy is the measure of
linear dependence or association between x (mental effort)
and y (phishing quiz score), and it ranges between −1 and 1.

r =

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2
√∑n

i=1(yi − ȳ)2
(1)

r = rxy =
n

∑
xiyi−

∑
xi

∑
yi√

n
∑
x2i − (

∑
xi)2

√
n

∑
y2i − (

∑
yi)2

(2)
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FIGURE 3. Sample signal recordings by the JINS MEME official
app showing a participant’s focus rate while taking up a quiz.

TABLE 4. A summary statistical table for Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. Correlation between mental focus and quiz score for
tech-savvy participants.

For the non-tech-savvy participants, we noticed two things:
some participants with extremely higher mental effort did
not necessarily get higher quiz scores in the game and some
participants with lower mental effort did not necessarily got
lower quiz scores. We believe that the participants who had
lower quiz scores despite higher mental effort did not have
even a slight idea of how the phishing sites look. On the
other hand, the participants who got higher scores despite
exhibiting lessmental effort may have just guessed the correct
answers or had a great knowledge of the subject. However,
on average, non-tech-savvy participants who exhibited rea-
sonable mental effort performed as well as much as most of
the tech-savvy participants. Fig. 5 shows the mental effort
of non-tech-savvy users against phishing quiz scores and its

FIGURE 5. Correlation between mental focus and quiz score for
non-tech-savvy participants.

TABLE 5. A summary statistical table for Figure 5.

statistical summary on Table 5. Red dots denote the odd
outcomes i.e. high mental efforts with lower scores and vice
versa.

Fig. 6 shows the overall correlation among tech-savvy and
non-tech-savvy participants combined where the correlation
coefficient (r) is 0.4882285 (about average) and data signifi-
cance with p-value = 0.001393.

FIGURE 6. Correlation between mental focus and quiz score for all
participants.

D. POST-EXPERIMENT INTERVIEW
After every game session, we held a brief interview about the
participants’ experience. We also played the game with each
participant in order to explain the answers. All participants
agreed that the game and the scores they archived were fair.
However, we noticed that a good number (about 38%) of
participants, even among the tech savvy, did not know some
of the phishing indicators. Some of themissed indicators were
just due to lack of attention and some were due to lack of
knowledge or experience with phishing attacks. Most notably
was the https://www.amazonn.co.jp/ where most participants
missed the additional ‘n’ because naturally, the text was not
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big enough due to the screen size, and roughly, it was easy to
think that the URL was legit. Additionally, some of the par-
ticipants had no idea that if you are addressed as ‘‘Dear user,
Dear friend, Dear customer etc.’’ could be one of the biggest
hints that you are on a phishing email. Legitimate businesses
address their customers with their names but phishers do not
often know the identity of their targets.

V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the role of attention and prior
phishing knowledge on the ability of a user to identify phish-
ing attacks. We also discuss UnPhishMe application proto-
type and its improvements for assisting users with phishing
attacks identification.

A. FACTORS THAT CAN SUPPORT PHISHING SITE
IDENTIFICATION
The results derived from our studywith JINSMEME eyewear
suggest that the combination of good computer literacy and
reasonable attention to a webpage has a positive impact in
identifying phishing attacks. However, little focus can easily
lead a user into skipping important cues for phishing attacks
regardless of phishing knowledge and awareness as shown
in Fig. 4. The performance of non-tech-savvy participants
(Fig. 5) and for all users (Fig. 6) also suggests that a lot
of effort does not guarantee a higher chance of identifying
phishing attacks either. Moderate and reasonable effort can
yield better phishing identification chance in both cases.

Our study, like few others [17], [18], indicates that being
aware of phishing attacks alone is not enough for a user
to stay safe from phishing attacks. The awareness of risks
has to be linked to a perceived vulnerability or a mitiga-
tion strategy. Downs et al. found that prior experience and
knowledge of phishing attacks architecture help to predict
behavioural responses to phishing attacks [19], but this is not
contrary to our findings or those from the studies in [17], [18]
because experience with phishing attacks and architecture is
very different from mere awareness about existence of the
attacks. The study byDowns et al. further suggests that deeper
understanding of the web architecture, such as being able to
precisely interpret URLs, page redirection and understanding
other cues such as what a lock signifies, is associated with
less vulnerability to phishing attacks. It also posits that per-
ceived severity of the consequences does not predict secure
behaviour. Thus, efforts to educate users on the architectures
and security features on browsers, rather than merely inform-
ing them on what phishing is and warning them about the
risks is necessary. Many universities now require students to
read policies related to IT facility usage before being granted
access to use them, and these policies usually have sections on
cybersecurity [20], [21]. In spite of this, our study showed that
even people with higher education level do not necessarily
have higher cybersecurity knowledge. Previous studies have
shown that policy statements are rarely read [22], [23], and
therefore more engaging means to educate users should be
employed.

Additionally, Chen et al. posit that behavioral character-
istics such as intolerance of risk, curiosity, and trust can be
used to predict individual ability to identify phishing inter-
faces. In ‘‘Real or Bogus’’, they investigated characteristics of
users and how they influence their ability to predict phishing
attacks. They found that participants who are intolerant of risk
were more likely to regard legitimate interfaces as phishing.
In contrast, participants who were more trusting and less
curious performed better on a phishing security quiz [24].
In our study, we found that women, who are usually more
risk-averse in cyber and other behaviours than men [25], [26],
were only less susceptible if they had higher education levels.
This might be because higher education level means they
are generally more computer-literate, and therefore under-
stand or have had experiences with cyber-attacks such as
computer viruses or spam messages. Statistically, our results
show that the females whose education levels are at least
bachelor degrees are less susceptible to phishing than men of
the same education levels (21% vs. 38% respectively exhib-
ited insecure behaviours). On the other hand, females with no
bachelor degrees are more susceptible than men in the similar
category (31% vs. 12.70%, respectively).

B. RECOMMENDED SYSTEM STRATEGY FOR PHISHING
DETECTION ON SMARTPHONES
Based on our conducted studies and experiments on smart-
phone behaviours of users and the estimation of their mental
efforts on identifying phishing attacks, we reckon that users
require automated assistance for phishing attacks. Users are
responsible for understanding how phishing attacks work and
make efforts to learn about it through various awareness
programs. However, leaving the entire burden of phishing
identification to users may not be a plausible idea as we have
seen that awareness alone is not enough. For instance, when
a user is tired or exhausted she can make irrational decision
despite being aware of the phishing attacks. Thus, we recom-
mend an anti-phishing strategy that can independently and
automatically detect phishing attacks and intervenes during
the user login process. The key focus of the strategy is low-
computational power requirement. As we have already dis-
cussed in Section II.A, most existing anti-phishing strategies
are not suitable for small-sized devices such as smartphones.

In our previous work [34], we developed a prototype of
an Android application (UnPhishMe) that simulates a user
login procedure by using dummy login credentials to thwart
phishing attacks. We used the automation framework (Selen-
droid [27]) which has the ability to manipulate the User
Interface (UI) of Android native and web apps. In this section,
we outline the system design, performance analysis and the
weakness of the prototype and how it can be improved and
implemented as a native Android browser.

1) OVERVIEW
UnPhishMe’s logic is to automatically intervene in the login
page in the background process of a device. It simulates user
authentication procedure through lightweight Java classes
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and methods. It intercepts a login page opened by a user and
simulates the login procedure with fake credentials. Tech-
nically, an authentication attempt to a login webpage with
incorrect login details examines the trustworthiness of that
page. However, a user needs to have prior knowledge and
remembers to do so every time she encounters a suspicious
page. In small size devices, this procedure could be very
tedious when done manually.

Our proposed approach uses Java lightweight library class
(HTTP request client) that incurs a very small amount of CPU
and memory to analyze a destination server HTTP header
information [45]. In addition, instead of analyzing the URL as
a string of characters for determining its changing dynamic,
we analyzed it as numeric characters by programmatically
computing its hashcode every time a page was loaded. Com-
paring numerals is much faster and easier than comparing
strings.

2) SYSTEM DESIGN
Normally, when a user successfully authenticates herself to
a legitimate webpage, she expects to see a new webpage
with some requested resources. Technically, the current URL
string changes to a new or extended URL string.

This is also true for a phishing webpage, however unlike
a legitimate webpage, the login inputs correctness do not
matter. Contrary to that, on a legitimate website if a user
provides incorrect login inputs there will be various out-
comes. Certainly, the login inputs will be rejected and the
webpage remains the same with its contents slightly altered
e.g., a display of an error message. As a result, the URL
string remains unaltered and the page does not shift. However,
some websites such as Facebook [28] provide more than one
alternative login pages. Once a first login attempt fails, a user
is presentedwith another similar page, which ismodifiedwith
some additional input requirements such as reCAPTCHA.
A page shift automatically alters the URL string into a new
one. Therefore, its new computed hashcode will be different
from its original hashcode even if the authentication fails.
Thus, the login automation should be iterative in such case
as summarized in the system overview in Fig. 8.
By actively monitoring the URL changes after the authen-

tication attempt, the application can compare the original
URL hashcode h(URL) and the subsequent URL hashcode
h(URL’). In principal, the URL exhibited before a user logs
into a website remains the same even after the authentication
attempt fails on a legitimate webpage. If a user is success-
fully authenticated, it is certainly expected that the URL will
change into a new one. For a malicious site, the URL almost
always changes with a successful authentication even when a
user provides incorrect login credentials [44].

UnPhishMe consists of two engines, one is for an authen-
tication automation and the other one is for server response
interpretation and alert generation to a mobile device user as
shown in Fig. 7.
The login automation module sends login credentials to

a resource server and computes a current URL hashcode.

FIGURE 7. Checking HTTP response and URL consistency.

Later the resource server response about the authentication is
given and again the newURL hashcode h(URL’) is computed
for comparison with the original one. Thereafter, the server
response and the URL string status are intercepted by the
application to generate a proper warningmessage for the user.

In brief, we developed algorithms 1 and 2 (reference
to pseudocode). Algorithm 1 handles client-side validation
issues on webpages e.g., checking whether the username is
an email or has the minimum length of characters, while
Algorithm 2 monitors the authentication response of the
destination server. In our experiments with Alexa websites,
we found that most websites, 198/200 (98%), did not have
hard rules for usernames e.g., types of characters used. They
only specified the minimum length. We therefore created
a database of usernames that satisfy the different lengths
specified and email addresses using these usernames.

Algorithm 1: IsClientValidate(userID, Password, Flag)
Result: true or false
initialization;
if Flag == 0 then

if serverConnection==0 && userID.contain(@)
then

return true;
else

return false
end

else
if serverConnection==0 then

return true;
else

return false
end

end

When a webpage loads, Algorithm 2 invokes Algorithm 1.
Initially, Flag is set to 1 in Algorithm 2. This means the
algorithm enters a username, not an email address. The
algorithm then enters and attempts to send a username from
our database and a password. If the destination server requires
an email address, the client-side validation script on the
webpage will not allow these details to be sent. In this case,
Algorithm 1 return true where there is a zero connection
to the destination server (serverConnection=0) and sets the
Flag to 0 in Algorithm 2 to denote an email address is
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FIGURE 8. The work flow of UnPhishMe.

needed. Setting the Flag to 0 allows the algorithm to enter
and send an email address from our database along with
a password. In both cases, if Algorithm 1 returns false
(serverConnection=1), the entered login details have suc-
cessfully been sent for authentication checking and therefore
Algorithm 2 takes over to monitor the appropriate response.

The type of operations for the algorithms is elementary,
because all the operations are checking and affectation. Thus
the time complexity is linear i.e.,

T (TestPhishingSite()) ∈ θ (n) (3)

As for the space complexity, an array for error codes needs
99 units (400-499) and all other remaining variables require
just 1 unit of space. That means, the space complexity is also
linear such that.

DSpace(TestPhishingSite()) ∈ θ (n) (4)

3) EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
We show the experiment procedure and results of our appli-
cation in this section. We depict its detection accuracy,
significance and computational cost.

We tested about 700 websites, 500 suspicious ones from
Phishtank [14] and a supplementary test with top 200

legitimate ones from Alexa.com [35]. Most of the suspi-
cious websites (96%) responded positively to the authenti-
cation automation with completely dummy login credentials.
A positive response, a successful authentication and incon-
sistent URL string, raised an alert every time a malicious site
was opened. In the supplementary test with 200 legitimate
websites, we obtained an overall accuracy of 91%.We explain
these results in the V.D.(2) section of the Discussion.

We evaluated the performance of UnPhishMe through an
Android device with the following specifications:
• Type: Samsung Galaxy SIII
• Android version: 4.2.2
• Mode: GT-I9300
• CPU: ARMv7 Processor, 1400 MHz, 4 Cores
• Internal memory: 853 Mb
• Internal storage: 11,000 Mb
Memory usage and performance differs from one device

to the other. The lower limit for a low and medium den-
sity screen device is 16 Megabytes (Mb). That is a base-
line for Android memory usage by an application [29]. We
have optimized UnPhishMe CPU performance and mem-
ory usage to a minimum by implementing lightweight Java
classes and methods. The measurements of CPU and mem-
ory usage while using UnPhishMe were less than 5% and
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Algorithm 2: TestPhishingSite()
Result: Alert User
initialization;
URL or Link;
Count=10;
start loginPage();
Flag=1;
if !(IsClientValidate(userID, password, Flag)) then

if (!IsAuthenticated(userID, password)) then
if hashcode1=hashcode2 then

if http_status_code is in {400,499} then
Legitimate Site

else
other error

end
else

while Count!=0 do
TestPhishingSite();
Count-=1;
Flag=0;

end
end

else
Suspicious site;

end
else

end
return Legitimate site;

10Mb respectively, which is relatively low for a mobile
device. We show the performance test results of UnPhishMe
from an Android Profiler tool of the Android Studio [30]
in Fig. 9.

FIGURE 9. UnPhishMe application prototype CPU and memory usage.

4) SCOPE AND ASSUMPTIONS
This experiment had several assumptions and a scope that is
described in this section. We discuss some implementation
and performance issues and provide some recommendations
on how to improve this work.

Our work focuses on mobile devices that use an Android
operating system.However, it is not limited toAndroid- based
devices only, it can be re-developed for other device oper-
ating systems such as iOS (formerly iPhone OS). However,

currently, due to iOS restrictions to manipulate its drivers,
we could not implement our approach on it. Furthermore,
since our solution depends on RFC 2616 [31] industrial
standard response for client requests, we are limited to legit-
imate websites that conform to that standard. Some web
servers, such as http://www.nike.com, that implement such
server standards for an authentication failure, fit well into our
solution scope as indicated in Fig. 10. Together with other
criteria, it is easier to deduce a phishing site when it does not
behave like a legitimate one. The standard information can be
a certain response code equivalent to a client request such as
HTTP 401 Unauthorized or 403 Forbidden.

FIGURE 10. Implementation of the standard RFC.

C. RECOMMENDED SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
Despite the UnPhishMe prototype being suitable for a real-
time phishing detection and timely feedback, it is not a
replacement for a browser. However, the entire logic of
the prototype can be implemented inside a native Android
browser which by default does not offer any form of phishing
protection [32] and can freely be customized. Moreover, this
kind of implementation waives off the need of a browser to
have third party anti-phishing pluginswhich are computation-
ally heavy.

1) IMPLEMENTATION ON A BROWSER
Without changing the logic of UnPhishMe prototype,
we initiate and customize an Android browser by
modifying a Web View (WV) through the Android WebKit
and invoke the input data in the background process. For
setting up the custom Web View browser, the WV object
has to be created whereas, the WebViewClient handles
onPageFinished(), shouldOverrideUrlLoading() methods,
etc., which are responsible for controlling the web format and
structure when loaded while the WebChromeClient handles
Javascript’s alert() and other functions.

When a webpage is opened by a user, the shouldOver-
rideUrlLoading() method is called and the browser checks
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FIGURE 11. Implementation of UnPhishMe algorithm with an Android WebView browser.

for the existence of the HTML login form fields by scanning
the HTML tags. If there are no login form fields available,
the process is killed by setting the Boolean onDestroy() func-
tion to TRUE. To detect if the page contains a login form, our
approach looks for the HTML form action attribute, <form
action = ‘‘ ‘‘ method = ‘‘ ‘‘ >. If the login form fields exist,
the browser invokes the retrieval of dummy credentials from
an SQLite database which is automatically installed when
the browser is installed. The getElementById() method is
then used to inject the credentials to the appropriate login
fields and the onClick() method submit the form. Meanwhile
the boolean onDestroy() function is set to FALSE so as
the process could be finalized and an alert generated to the
user. We have summarized this procedure with a diagram
in Fig. 11.

2) LOGIN CREDENTIALS GENERATION AND MANAGEMENT
The fake passwords used by UnPhishMe were generated
using a simple script (Listing 1). In our experiment with
Alexa sites, we found that apart from one website, the top
200 sites follow the same password requirements. The excep-
tional website did not accept ‘@’ or ‘-’ as special characters.
Listing 1 generated a random list of characters that satisfy the
password requirements of the top 200 websites. We used this
approach to ensure that if a Phisher implements a client-side

LISTING 1. Password generator function.

validation for a password, the fake password would be viewed
as legitimate since it meets the required criteria. However,
in our testing of phishing sites, we only found rare cases of
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input validation on userID (either an email or a username is
acceptable) but not on entered passwords. The fake passwords
were stored in HashMap tables of an SQLite database through
an Android dbhelper.

3) BENEFITS OF THE RECOMMENDED IMPROVED
IMPLEMENTATION
An implementation of UnPhishMe’s logic on a web browser
reduces the risk of a user exposing her login information
to an attacker. Most importantly, there is no need for a
web browser to have third party plugins which normally
slow downmobile devices with limited computational power.
Additionally, this implementation reduces even the risks that
are not associated with an action of a user. For instance,
phishing attacks that are associated with DNS andWeb cache
poisoning or typo squatting. Thus, if an attacker compromises
a resource, proxy or DNS server, and redirects the user’s
traffic to a rogue server, the user can still be safe with the
assistance of UnPhishMe.

We obtained the performance data dump from the Android
Studio 3.1.3 Profiler. With the same testing environment,
UnPhishMe implementation on a browser had about the same
amount of memory usage as the prototype, which ranges
between (3% - 4%) of unused memory (500 Mb) which
equates to a range of 15 - 20 Mb. However the CPU usage
was about 25% which is 20% higher than the prototype as
indicated in Fig. 12. Additionally, the average network usage
was 3.5 Mbps.

FIGURE 12. Performance evaluation of UnPhishMe on a webview
browser.

In future work, this automatic functionality can be fully
integrated into commercial smartphone browsers with full
browser functionalities. Furthermore, since the method used
in our application is constantly scanning the HTML tags for
login fields, we intend to improve it so that it can detect the
presence of login fields without scanning the entire list of
HTML tags.

In comparison with similar approaches in iOS [36]–[39]
and PC, our approach fares much better as it eliminates zero-
day or zero-hour phishing attacks, with limited resources
possible, in a real-time environment. As we mentioned ear-
lier, our design is simple thus it favors small-sized devices
computationally but does not favor large-sized devices.

The complexities of the algorithms are demonstrated in
Equation (3) and Equation (4).

In iOS, however, the restrictions necessitate most
researchers to test their algorithms in Android-based devices,
which have less restrictions. The iOS architecture is closed-
source thus its kernel restricts the developers to have a full
control over the hardware, timing, file system, interrupts,
drivers and power management. As a result, in iOS, imple-
menting detective techniques like ours is very difficult unless
a developer illegally manipulates the jail-broken iOS device
to get a root access. Thus, we could not find this technique
implemented in iOS. However, there a few solutions that work
on iOS. Again the main challenge is that they have similar
disadvantages that motivated us into developing our solution.
For instance, Anti-Phishing - Identity Guard [36], Metacert
anti-phish app [37], Avira Mobile Security for iOS [38], and
Defense against mobile phishing attack are some of the anti-
phishing techniques that are available in iOS [39]. However,
they work by collecting information about known phishing
sites from many sources and automatically update their list
of phishing sites. Thus, they are not different from any other
blacklist-based techniques which are not able to efficiently
perform in a real-time and on zero-day or zero-hour phishing
attack. Moreover, applications such as Avira mobile solution
for iOS, for instance, necessitate the use of cloud or proxy
server to separately analyze the heuristic features for phishing
detection. For example, we tested some of these applications
with malicious websites from Phishtank, they took at least a
couple of seconds up to two minutes to determine whether a
simple and obvious phishing site is malicious. In that case,
a user might divulge her sensitive information even before an
alert is generated.

D. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
1) ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES
The authentication automation in mobile devices is more
challenging than in desktop computers. The necessary
automation drivers that are available on desktops are normally
not found on mobile devices. In this work, we automated
the user authentication procedure through Selendroid with
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). However, Selendroid is
only compatible with Android devices and may not work on
other types of devices.

Another significant challenge for implementing our
solution is the requirement of specific websites that
implement or follow industrial standards for authentication
such as RFC 2616. Following such standards makes it dif-
ficult for an attacker to simulate fake legitimate responses.
However, there is a possibility for an attacker to try to
authenticate the UnPhishMe request traffic to an associated
legitimate website on the fly in order to fool a user into
providing true credentials. UnPhishMe has several numbers
of iterations for addressing that problem, as we have demon-
strated in the system model in section V.B.2. Additionally,
a client-server connection time can be shortened on a client
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side to give an attacker less space to subvert a user request to
a legitimate site. However, semantically, an attacker always
attempts to exploit the naivety of some website users rather
than exploiting weaknesses of a system [33].

2) DETECTION ACCURACY
Despite attaining an overall detection accuracy of 96% for
phishing sites from Phishtank, our approach missed about 4%
of the suspicious entities. The failure was due to the non-
standard HTML-based pages such as Flash- and PDF-based.
Our approach depends heavily on the availability of HTML
tags (input ID, name, type, form action) for login fields
such as username, password and submit button. However,
webpages are made of the HTML technology, often in con-
junction with other technologies such as CSS, Javascript,
JSON etc., thus non-HTML sites would render so poorly on
smartphones to the point that they can easily be recognized
effortlessly even without the techniques such as UnPhishMe.

On the other hand, another significant issue worth
mentioning is the performance of our approach on legiti-
mate webpages. We tested the approach with additional top
200 webpages fromAlexa.com and achieved a 91% detection
accuracy. The unsuccessful 9%were due to the webpages that
require different authentication techniques such as QR code
scanners, One Time Password (OTP) sent to a user mobile
phone through SMS, and graphical passwords which work
by having a user selects a matching image, in a specific
order, presented in a graphical user interface (GUI). Since
our approach is basically a text-based login automation bot,
it cannot automate such complex authentication. However,
technically speaking, Phishers may find it difficult or nearly
impossible to replicate these kinds of authentications.
Moreover, these kinds of websites can be white-listed in a
module within UnPhishMe.

Lastly, only 7% of the tested legitimate webpages imple-
mented client-side validation, they check whether the format
of the input data is valid. However, this causes a small delay
of 9-32 milliseconds. We believe this could be one of the
reasons most legitimate websites (84%) did not implement
client-side validation, rather they just check whether the pro-
vided credentials match their records in the back-end server.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the awareness of phishing
attacks and cybersecurity behaviours of 206 users through a
survey. We then used smart eyeglasses (electro-oculographic)
to measure the mental effort and vigilance of 40 participants
when browsing websites and when playing an Android phish-
ing sites identification game that we developed. We found
that knowledge and awareness of phishing attacks were insuf-
ficient for users’ cyber protection because even knowledge-
able participants had insecure behaviours like opening email
attachments from unfamiliar senders. However, paying atten-
tion when browsing websites enabled participants to effec-
tively identify phishing sites. Based on these results, we assert
that browsers should automatically help users detect phishing

websites as it is difficult to maintain high mental focus for
long periods of time. This is particularly true for mobile
device browsers, as the limited screens means it is difficult to
see web browser security indicators and the limited capabili-
ties mean many existing solutions are difficult to implement.
We recommend automatic login with fake credentials to be
deployed on browsers for phishing detection, as phishing sites
tend to grant access even with wrong login credentials and
this solution requires very low computational resources and
would not require any user effort, making it sustainable
and usable by both cybersecurity-aware and non-aware users.
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